Improving Group Recommendations using Personality, Dynamic Clustering and Multi-Agent MicroServices
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ABSTRACT
The complexity associated to group recommendations needs strategies to mitigate several problems, such as the group’s heterogeneity and conflicting preferences, the emotional contagion phenomenon, the cold-start problem, and the group members’ needs and concerns while providing recommendations that satisfy all members at once. In this demonstration, we show how we implemented a Multi-Agent Microservice to model the tourists in a mobile Group Recommender System for Tourism prototype and a novel dynamic clustering process to help minimize the group’s heterogeneity and conflicting preferences. To help solve the cold-start problem, the preliminary tourist attractions preference and travel-related preferences & concerns are predicted using the tourists’ personality, considering the tourists’ disabilities and fears/phobias. Although there is no need for data from previous interactions to build the tourists’ profile since we predict the tourists’ preferences, the tourist agents learn with each other by using association rules to find patterns in the tourists’ profile and in the ratings given to Points of Interest to refine the recommendations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The travel and tourism domain is very complex and the emergence of Group Recommender Systems (GRS) [1-5] came to help tourists plan their trips and provide better and more personalized recommendations. Due to that complexity, like the groups’ heterogeneity and conflicting preferences (especially in occasional groups), several GRS are being proposed to improve recommendations, using different techniques like preference negotiation, emotions, pairwise preferences, location-based social networks [2, 3, 6-10], or even Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) [11-18]. However, issues like (i) providing the first recommendations independently of the users interaction with the system, negotiation or feedback, (ii) diminishing the group’s heterogeneity and conflicting preferences, (iii) providing (explainable) recommendations at a certain destination while caring for the tourists’ needs, and (iv) avoiding the emotional contagion phenomenon usual in groups [19, 20] are still open in GRS [4, 19, 21, 22].

Hoping to tackle some of the open issues, we improved our previous work [23], a GRS for tourism prototype, GroupPlanner, that beside using Multi-Agent Microservices (MAMS), introduces three other novelties in GRS: the prediction of the tourists’ attraction preference and travel-related preferences & concerns based in their five dimensions of personality, dynamic clustering to group tourists with similar personalities, and association rules to refine the recommendations.

Several studies show that personality is strongly related to the users’ preferences in several domains [24-27], including tourism, which can be a leverage to solve the cold-start problem. Based in our previously proposed models [27], which predict tourist attraction preferences and travel-related preferences & concerns:

1Adrenaline Activities; Wild Nature Activities; Party, Music & Nightlife; Sun, Water & Sand; Museums, Boat Trips & Viewpoints; Theme & Animal Parks; Cultural Heritage; Sports & Games; Gastronomy Events; Health & Well-being; Natural Phenomena
2Previsability and Safety; Cultural & Learning Experiences; Uniqueness & Exoticness; and Familiarity
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Figure 1: Registering a tourist user in the application with dynamic clustering (simplified diagram)

just by knowing the tourists’ five dimensions of personality [28], the developed GRS provides a preliminary list of POI to visit. Besides using the tourists’ personality for the referred predictions, the agents use their communication skills to ask for the other tourists’ knowledge and travel experience to help improve the recommended list of POI. Using the tourists’ personality, the MAMS dynamically creates clusters of tourists with similar personalities which are then used to divide the main excursion group into subgroups of similar personalities and therefore similar tourist preferences, diminishing the group’s heterogeneity and conflicting preferences. We believe this can also reduce the time needed to reach a consensus on the final list of POI to visit, the number of interactions and reduce or even eliminate the negotiation phase. This paper briefly describes the referred implemented improvements, more detailed in the demonstration video.

2 THE GROUPLANNER PROTOTYPE
The developed GRS prototype is intended to help (occasional) groups of tourists choose which POI to visit at a certain destination based on their profile, mainly their personality, disabilities and fears/phobias. The prototype is fully functional and can be installed and used by any potential users or groups of users to get individual or group recommendations.

2.1 The MicroServices architecture
The GRS is based on a microservices architecture, implemented using .NET, composed of five microservices published in a Microsoft Azure server: the User Management MS (UMMS), the Social Network MS (SNMS), the POI MS (POIMS), the Multi-Agent MS (MAMS), and the Recommendation Engine MS (REMS). The MAMS was developed using the ActressMAS [5] multi-agent framework. More details are further described in [23].

2.2 Using MAMS, personality, dynamic clustering and association rules to improve recommendations

2.2.1 User registration with dynamic clustering. When a tourist registers in the app, his profile is first sent in a JSON via HTTPS POST to the UMMS (https://<domain>/gp/user/registerUser), and then to the MAMS, responsible for creating a matching agent (TourAg X) modeled with his initial profile (demographic data, personality, disabilities, fears/phobias). If the tourist is the first person to register in the app, a cluster, using his five dimensions of personality scores as the centroid, is dynamically created (Figure 1). When another tourist registers, her similarity to the center of the existing cluster is calculated (normalized Euclidean distance). If her personality is at least 80% similar to the existing tourist, she is added to the same cluster. If not, a new cluster is created based on her personality, and so on.

Grouplanner allows tourists to register visited POI and rate them from 1 to 5 stars, as well as define if they want to visit the same POI again. These functionalities, along with the tourists’ profile, are important to improve the recommendation process, i.e., an agent can learn from the other agents’ travel experience and profile.

2.2.2 Group Recommendations. When a tourist creates an excursion group (group owner), a JSON containing the group’s data is sent via HTTPS POST to the MAMS (https://<domain>/mams/agents/groups/registerGroup), which then creates a Travel Agent Y (TrvAg-<GroupID>) representing the group. When the group owner requests a group recommendation, an HTTPS request is sent to the respective TrvAg (https://<domain>/mams/agents/groups/<groupID>/requestRecommendation). At the moment a group recommendation is received, to help minimize the group’s heterogeneity and conflicting preferences, if at least three tourists belong to the same cluster, a subgroup with the agents belonging to that cluster is created, with a centroid based in their average personality scores, as well as a Subgroup Travel Agent (TrvAg-<GroupID>-<SubID>) responsible for the subgroup members communication (Figure 2). Using the previously proposed models [27], each subgroup’s tourist attractions preference and travel-related preferences & concerns are predicted by the subgroup’s centroid score in the five dimensions of personality, and posteriorly sent to the REMS to build the first recommendations.

1Available at https://youtu.be/up0A3B_e6zU
2Available at http://www.gecad.isep.ipp.pt/grouplanner/dissemination.html as an installable Android APK. The API can be provided on request.
The Subgroup TrvAg then asks the subgroup’s cluster members for their travel history (visited POI, respective rating, revisit intention, and rating preference for unvisited POI), if available, and searches for positive and negative association rules in the respective cluster using the apriori algorithm, adding them to a list of rules. If 50% or more tourists in a subgroup match a certain rule for a POI, that POI is added to a POI exclusion or inclusion list, whether it is a negative or positive rule, respectively, so that other similar POI are (not) included by the REMS in the recommendation list for that subgroup. Also, if a POI in the subgroup’s members travel history has a mean rating of less than 3 stars, that POI is added to the subgroup’s POI exclusion list. If all tourists have similar personalities, the main group will prevail, and the recommendations will be for the whole group. In case there are tourists from different clusters that were not enough to create a subgroup, they are compared to the existing subgroups and added to the most similar one, but without changing the subgroup’s centroid. The same applies to tourists with a similarity below 80%. After creating the subgroups, the TrvAg sends a JSON via HTTPS POST to the REMS containing the subgroups characteristics and their POI lists.

The REMS then searches for the N best matching POI for each subgroup in a POI ontology, considering the respective POI lists, the preferred predicted tourism categories and travel related preferences & concerns, and possible disabilities and fears/phobias. Then, it answers the requesting TrvAg with the list of POI suggested for each subgroup. The TrvAg then answers to the GRS app, which creates the suggested subgroups and presents them in the subgroup’s interface along with their respective POI recommendation list, allowing each subgroup’s members to anonymously rate the recommended POI. If at least 50% of the members in a subgroup rate a POI below 3 stars, it is added to the subgroup’s POI exclusion list and to the respective rater and cluster’s members POI history. If the group owner asks for new recommendations, all POI rated below 3 will be replaced by new POI.

2.2.3 Individual Recommendations. The prototype also allows requesting individual recommendations. The recommendation process is the same as for the group recommendations, but the recommendation request is directly asked to the tourist’s agent (https://<domain>/mams/agents/tourists/<username>/requestRecommendation). If the tourist rates (un)visited POI that were never rated by tourists in his cluster, the rating is replicated for those tourists and replaced by the real rating if the tourist visits and rates them.

3 CONCLUSIONS

In this demonstration, we briefly described Groupplanner, a GRS for tourism prototype, that can be used by individuals or (casual) groups of tourists to obtain recommendations of POI to visit. The microservices architecture allows requests from any HTTP client, namely: tourist registration, request of individual recommendations, creation of excursion groups, request of group recommendations, and rating of the recommendation lists and visited POI.

The first POI recommendations are provided without the need for the users interaction, negotiation or feedback, solving GRS open issue (i); the dynamic clustering and division of the main group into subgroups of similar personality tourists diminishes the group’s heterogeneity and conflicting preferences, tackling issue (ii); all presented recommendations consider the tourists’ travel-related preferences & concerns, disabilities and fears/phobias, are accompanied by a description of the tourism category they belong to, and the 3 top tourism categories that characterize each subgroup (or the main group) are presented to the tourists, solving issue (iii); and finally, the emotional contagion phenomenon, issue (iv), is mitigated by dividing the main excursion group into subgroups of similar tourists and forcing the tourists to anonymously rate the recommended POI lists, only presenting the (sub)groups overall rating when all tourists have individually rated the suggested POI.

To test the prototype, a simulation with real users (n = 35) was performed. The results are currently in a work that is under peer review, but the dataset used can be consulted at the Groupplanner website.5

5Under the "Simulations" tab at http://www.gecad.isep.ipp.pt/groupplanner/dissemination.html

Figure 2: Simplified diagram for the group recommendation process
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